Introduction
In educational and psychological testing practice, the concept of validity is closely related to the accuracy and appropriateness of test scores. Invalid score inferences may be made if the measurement model fails to reflect accurately the real aspects of examinee responding processes. One of the situations that can lead to invalid score inferences is when the response pattern of an examinee does not fit the measurement model (e. g., an item response theory, IRT, model). Attempts to assess the fit of an examinee's response pattern to the measurement model have led researchers to studies of "person-fit" statistics (PFSs; see Tendeiro, Meijer, and Niessen; Tendeiro and Meijer, in press, 2014 , for accessible overviews). Numerous studies have been conducted to develop PFSs aimed at evaluating the accuracy and appropriateness of scores obtained from a testing procedure (e. g., Armstrong and Shi; Donlon and Fischer; Drasgow, Levine, and Williams; Harnisch and Linn; Levine and Rubin; Sijtsma; van der Flier, 2009 van der Flier, , 1968 van der Flier, , 1985 van der Flier, , 1981 van der Flier, , 1979 van der Flier, , 1994 van der Flier, , 1986 van der Flier, , 1992 van der Flier, , 1983 van der Flier, , 1982 . The logic of these statistics is typically to check whether an observed response pattern fits an expected response pattern derived from a testing model. For example, if an examinee produces correct answers to the more difficult items but fails to answer the easier ones successfully, the response pattern is considered to be "unexpected", "aberrant", or "misfitting".
Person-fit analyses are used in various empirical settings ranging from primary education (Meijer, Egberink, Emons, & Sijtsma, 2008) to high-stakes testing , and clinical testing (Conijn, 2013) . The mathematical complexity of these statistics, combined with the lack of dedicated software, has prevented the widespread use of these techniques among practitioners. The PerFit R package (Team, 2015; Tendeiro et al., in press) will hopefully help to address this limitation.
Person-Fit Statistics
There are different types of PFSs but generally they are categorized as IRT-based (parametric) and group-based (nonparametric) indices (e.g. Karabatsos, 1992 Karabatsos, , 2001 Karabatsos, , 2003 . In the group-based approach, PFSs are computed based on broad assumptions related to nonparametric IRT models (Sijtsma & Molenaar, 2002) . Usually, group-based PFSs classify an observed response pattern as misfitting if too many easy items are answered incorrectly and/or too many hard items are answered correctly ). Examples of group-based person-fit statistics include Harnisch and Linn's (1981) Tatsuoka and Tatsuoka's (1983) norm conformity index NCI, and Sijtsma's (1986) HT coefficient.
In the parametric IRT-based approach, PFSs assess the fit of a response pattern relative to a given IRT model such as the three parameter logistic model (3PLM; Embretson and Reise, 2000) . Model-based PFSs use estimated item and ability parameters to compute expected response probabilities, which are then compared to the observed response patterns. If, according to the IRT model at hand, the probability of a correct response from an examinee is high, the hypothesis is posited that the examinee should answer that item correctly, and vice versa. A misfit is found when the hypothesis is not supported by the observed data. Examples of IRT-based person-fit statistics include Wright and Stone's (1979) Meijer and Sijtsma (2001) for an extensive review and discussion on several PFSs.
The effect person misfit on ability estimation
A misfitting response pattern can lead to over-or underestimating an examinee's trait level regardless of the kind of educational or psychological test. The effect of the misfit on the estimation of the trait or ability level can be illustrated by its effect on the likelihood function. In IRT, estimation of the trait level measured by a test can be achieved by maximizing a likelihood function for a given model and an observed response pattern.
In the following contrived example, two different examinees (assume that both have an ability level of zero) take a ten-item test in which items are sorted in ascending difficulty level. Item parameters for the 3PLM and response patterns are shown in Table 1 . The 3PLM is one of the most popular IRT models in which item difficulty (denoted as b), item discrimination (denoted as a), and item pseudo-guessing level (denoted as c) are used to estimate the probability of a correct answer to an item given the ability level θ. The 3PLM is given by:
where θ i is the latent trait for examinee i and P j (θ i ) is the probability of a correct answer to the jth item by the ith examinee.
As can be seen in Table 1 , Examinee 1 has answered the first five items correctly and the rest incorrectly, which means that s/he failed to answer items that have difficulty levels higher that his/her ability. It is possible to relate the item difficulty and ability parameters because both the ability and the difficulty parameters are on the same scale. Examinee 2, on the other hand, has answered the last five items correctly and the rest incorrectly, which means that s/he answered five difficult items with difficulty levels higher than his/her ability but failed to answer easy items with respect to his/her ability. The first examinee provided a fitting response pattern and the second examinee provided a misfitting response pattern. It should be noted that this is only one possible form of misfitting response pattern. For a review of different types/labels of misfitting response patterns defined in previous research, see Meijer (1996) and Rupp (2013) .
The likelihood function for the ith examinee can be computed using the following formula,
where X ij is the binary (0, 1) response to item j (j = 1, 2, . . . , J) by examinee i, with score 0 (respectively 1) indicating an incorrect (respectively correct) answer. The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of θ,θ occurs at the maximum of the likelihood function, where the first derivative of the likelihood function equals zero. This MLE approach can be easily extended to polytomously scored items. Ploytomous items are essentially an extension to dichotomous or binary items in which each item has more than two response categories. One popular example of polytomously scored items are Liket-style items where respondents can choose one option out of usually 3, 5 or 7
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f Figure 1 Likelihood function of the fitting response pattern of the first examinee possible options. The likelihood function for Examinee 1 (i. e. fitting response pattern) is presented in Figure 1 . As showed in this figure, a fitting response pattern results in a likelihood function with a maximum on the estimated trait level, sharply dropping-off at other values of ability. The likelihood function for Examinee 2 (i. e. misfitting response pattern) is presented in Figure 2 . As seen in this figure, this specific misfitting response pattern results in a likelihood function without an exact maximum (i. e., in the ability range of -3 to 3), as it is mainly flat at its peak. This makes it difficult, if not impossible, to accurately determine a relative maximum. Hence, the likelihood function does not accurately reflect the true ability due to the nature of the misfitting response pattern.
Although both examinees achieved a number-correct score of five, due to the sharp difference between the response patterns, their ability estimates are different. The estimated ability for Examinee 1 is 0.26, which is close to true ability level of 0. However, for Examinee 2, there is no obvious estimate for his/her ability but the likelihood function has higher values at large negative ability values. So, any decision for Examinee 2 based on his/her ability estimate is invalid as his/her ability estimate is not accurate and valid. This example expressed the need for assessing fit of a response pattern to a given model. Additionally, this example points at a potential cause for moderate detection power of parametric PFSs compared to nonparametric PFSs. Since parameteric PFSs (e.g., l * z ) use estimated ability values in their computation, biased ability estimate may lead to less accurate person fit analysis for misfitting response patterns.
An overview of the PerFit package
The PerFit (Team, 2015; Tendeiro et al., in press ) package contains several person-fit functions. The goal is to detect response vectors that seem to be strange in terms of the sample of respondents or in terms to the IRT model. The current version (i.e., 1.4) of PerFit package includes the person-fit statistics listed in Table 2 .
There are several overview papers that help comparing among the various competing PFSs (e.g., De la Torre & Deng, 2008; Karabatsos, 2003; Mousavi & Cui, 2013; Nering & Meijer, 1998; . This package also contains plotting utilities for the distribution of calculated PFSs with the cutoff value superimposed, and for non-parametric person response functions (PRFs; Sijtsma and , which may also be requested in order to help interpreting individual answering behaviors. This feature is only available for dichotomous items. There are also other useful functions incorporated in the package such as cutoff for estimating cutoff value for a given PFS and flagged.resp for identifying misfitting response patterns based on the estimated cutoff value that can be used for person fit assessment. PRF for a fitting response pattern is expected to be nonincreasing, so a PRF plot can used to inspect local increases in a misfitting response pattern.
For the purpose of illustration of the above mentioned steps, a dataset available in the PerFit package called "InadequacyData", comprising 28 dichotomously scored items for 806 respondents, is used. Similar to other R software packages, we can load both the PerFit package and the dataset using the following commands:
We use the H T coefficient for this example but this procedure can be replaced by any of the PFSs listed in Table  2 . All the PFS functions in the PerFit package can handle missing values in the dataset by either pairwise deletion or single imputation. For more information on available imputation methods or other details concerning a specific PFS it is possible to read the help for each PFS function within R (e.g., ?Ht). In order to calculate the PFS scores based on the HT coefficient, we can use the following command:
Ht.out <-Ht(InadequacyData)
This command saves all the outputs of Ht function in the "Ht.out" object. Then we can estimate the cutoff value by using cutoff function as:
Ht.cut<-cutoff(Ht.out)
The cutoff function employs a bootstrap resampling procedure (default is 1000 samples) for approximating the sampling distribution of the PFS based on generated fitting response patterns. The fitting response patterns can be generated with respect to a parametric IRT model (i.e., ModelFit="Parametric" option) or nonparametric model (i.e., ModelFit = "NonParametric" option as default). By default, the cutoff value is estimated at the significance level of 0.05; this level can be changed by means of the Blvl option. Due to the nature of the bootstrap procedure, every time the cutoff function is run a (slightly) different cutoff value will be estimated. So, for the sake of consistency, it is better to save the output of the cutoff function in an R object (e.g., Ht.cut).
The next step is to use the estimated cutoff value as a decision-making rule in order to identify misfitting response patterns. This can be done using the flagged.resp function.
flagged<-flagged.resp(Ht.out,cutoff.obj= Ht.cut,scores=F)$PFSscores
The flagged.resp function takes the output from the PFS function and the estimated cutoff value. If the cutoff value is not provided then it will be estimated internally. We used "scores=F" to prevent showing observed response patterns for identified misfitting cases in conjunction with "$PFSscores" for a cleaner output. In our analysis 52 response patterns were identified as misfitting which is equal to 6.45% of the sample. We can use the PRFplot function for inspecting the person response function associated to the misfitting response patterns, for example case number 30, using this command:
The result is shown on the left panel of Figure 3 . It is also possible to plot the PRF for fitting response patterns as a
The Quantitative Methods for Psychology 235 f ¦ 2016 Vol. 12 no. 3 (Sato, 1975) Dichotomous NonParametric G, Gnormed (van der Flier, 1977; Meijer, 1994) Dichotomous NonParametric A.KB, D.KB, E.KB (Kane & Brennan, 1980) Dichotomous NonParametric U3, ZU3 (van der Flier, 1980 (van der Flier, , 1982 Dichotomous NonParametric Cstar (Harnisch & Linn, 1981) Dichotomous NonParametric NCI (K. K. Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka, 1982 , 1983 ) Dichotomous NonParametric lz (Drasgow, Levine, & Williams, 1985) Dichotomous Parametric lzpoly (Drasgow, Levine, & Williams, 1985) Polytomous Parametric Ht (Sijtsma, 1986) Dichotomous NonParametric Gpoly (Molenaar, 1991) Polytomous NonParametric Gnormed.poly (Molenaar, 1991; Emons, 2008 In the above plots, the items are sorted in ascending order of difficulty on the horizontal axis. As it can be seen in Figure 3 , the PRF for a fitting response pattern (right panel) shows an expected trend where the probability of a correct answer decreases when item difficulty increases. But the PRF for the misfitting response pattern (left panel) depicts an increase in the probability of a correct answer for more difficult items, while there is a close-to-zero probability of a correct answer for easy items. This could be a case of item disclosure where the examinee knew the correct answers for difficult items (Emons et al., 2005) .
Finally, we can use the plot function in order to generate a graphical representation of the observed distribution of PFS scores using the following command: plot(Ht.out,cutoff.obj=Ht.cut)
We used "cutoff.obj" for the sake of consistency because if the cutoff value is not provided in the plot function then a cutoff value will be estimated internally. Figure 4 illustrates the observed distribution of calculated PFS scores with the cutoff value superimposed (i.e., vertical line). The colored area on the left side of Figure 4 indicates range of values that determine potentially misfitting response patterns. Additionally, the confidence interval for the estimated cutoff value is shown by a green marker on the x-axis and respondents flagged as misfitting are displayed on the top-left using red ticks. The H T values smaller than the cutoff value (i.e., shaded area) indicate misfitting response patterns.
An empirical example
Although person fit assessment is mainly applied to achievement testing data, there are several examples of utilizing person fit indices in psychological studies (e.g., Emons, Meijer, & Denollet, 2007; Müller, Hasselbach, Loerbroks, & Amelang, 2015; Widhiarso & Sumintono, 2016) . This section presents a simple example of such an application. In a psychological study on high school students in IRAN, the NEO-FFI personality test (Costa & McCrae, 1992) and Cattell's culture fair intelligence test (Cattell, Krug, & Barton, 1973) were administered to 430 individuals. The intelligence test data were further examined for person misfit using the HT coefficient. Results indicated that 40 (i.e. about 9.3%) response patterns were classified as misfitting. Figure 5 Based on these findings, persons with lower degrees of Neuroticism and higher degrees of Openness are less likely to produce misfitting response patterns. Furthermore, persons with higher IQ are also less likely to respond aberrantly. Figure 6 The graph for case number 2 shows a reasonable curve because an increase of the item difficulty is associated with a decrease of the probability of correct answer. On the other hand, the graph for case number 394 shows higher probability of correct answer for easy and hard items in contrast to lower probability of correct answer for items with moderate difficulty.
The profile of NEO-FFI sub-scales in Figure 7 complies with the results of the correlation analysis. The case number 394 had higher score on Neuroticism compared to the case number 2 and lower score on Openness. Moreover, the IQ score for person with misfitting response pattern (i.e., case number 394) was 84 and for the fitting response pattern (i.e., case number 2) was 109. Using these information, researchers can make decisions on how to deal with aberrant response patterns with more confidence rather than simply relying on a single score (i.e., the person-fit score).
Conclusion
In this paper, we briefly reviewed the main concepts of person fit assessment, discussed the effect of misfitting responding on the estimated ability parameter, and presented two examples on how to do such analysis in R software (Team, 2015) using the PerFit package. The person fit assessment is an active field of research which gains more attentions across the diverse spectrum of test developers, test users, and psychometric researchers. There are several research streams in this field such as evaluating the performance of existing PFSs under different conditions, identifying sources of misfitting responding (e.g., Cui & Mousavi, 2015) and applications of PFSs in testing situations (e.g., Tendeiro, Meijer, Schakel, & Maij-de Meij, 2013) .
Recently, some researchers tried to develop guidelines on choosing appropriate PFSs and administrating person fit analysis (e.g., Rupp, 2013; . The suggestions involve the steps we discussed in this paper in addition to follow-up quantitative and qualitative inspections for exploring potential sources of misfitting response patterns. Moreover, investigation of sources of person misfit can provide valuable information for checking the validity of scores for psychological instruments that are susceptible to fake responding.
We believe that one of the reasons that person fit assessment is still an academic research area and has not been used widely in practical testing situations was the lack of appropriate software for doing such analysis and unavailability of person fit indices in commercial and popular test calibration software. The PerFit package and this paper are steps towards making the person fit assessments more accessible. Levine, M. V., & Williams, E. A. (1985) . Appropriateness measurement with polychotomous item response models and standardized indices. British Journal of Mathematical and Statistical Psychology, 38, 67-86. doi:10.1111 /j.2044 -8317.1985 
